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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is a classical theorem of Kunita and Watanabe [6] that every square 
integrable martingale adapted to the standard Brownian motion can be 
uniquely expressed as the stochastic integral of a nonanticipating square 
integrable Brownian functional with respect to the same Brownian motion. 
The central aim of this paper is to establish a similar integral represen- 
tation of a quantum martingale with respect to the annihilation, creation, 
and gauge processes in the context of quantum stochastic calculus in Fock 
space as developed in [ 11. 
In the case of non-Fock quantum Brownian motion such an integral 
representation was achieved by Hudson and Lindsay [2, 33 with much less 
difficulty owing to the non-existence of the so called gauge processes. 
As special cases of our main result we obtain the differentials of Hilbert- 
Schmidt and unitary martingales [4]. As an application the uniqueness of 
Fermion martingales in boson Fock space is established. 
The first author wishes to thank Hudson and Lindsay for several useful 
conversations on this subject. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
In order to make the presentation as self-contained as possible and state 
our problem precisely we begin with a very brief review of the boson 
stochastic calculus [ 1 ]. 
For any complex separable Hilbert space 4 we denote its inner product 
by (., ) which is linear on the right and write 
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where don is the n-fold symmetric tensor product of A. We call T(A) the 
boson Fock space over A. The element 
~(u)=l@u@2-‘“u@u@ ... @(n!) 1,Zz4@n@ .’ 
is called the exponentiaf or coherent vector associated with u E A. $(O) = Q is 
called the vacuum vector in f(A). For any linear manifold 9 c A let a(9) 
denote the linear manifold generated by the linearly independent set (I/I(U), 
u E 91. The annihilation, creation, and conservation (called gauge in [ 11) 
operators are defined on the domain &‘(A) respectively by the relations 
(2.1) 
i”(T) l)(u) = $ l+b(Pu) 
i. = 0 
the derivatives being in the strong sense, for all u, 1: E A, TE %9(A), the 
algebra of all bounded operators on A. The operators a(u) and a’(u) are 
adjoint to each other on d(R). If p denotes the adjoint of T then A(p) 
and A(T) are adjoint to each other on b(R). 
We now specialise to the case k = L,(R + ), where R + = [0, CG). Let S& be 
a fixed complex separable Hilbert space called the initial space, 
and let R’, Q[‘,” denote the vacuum respectively in the Fock space Z’, 
T(L,[a, t]). Observe that 
ii?+=2&X”’ for all t 3 0 (2.3) 
via the unitary correspondence defined by 
~QIC/(.f‘)-i~o~(f‘l~0.1,)}Q~(fl~,.7~). 
Let & c R, be a dense linear manifold and let .A# c L,(R + ) be a dense 
linear mamfold such that xCo,,, f~ A! for all t whenever f~ A!. Let 
4= IfI[o.r,J--q~ .Aff= {f‘I Cl.Xl>SEJfl) 
b=9(J 63 8(,A!)), 2, = 90 63 B(d!,), cf’= G(.hf’) (2.4) 
where @ denotes the algebraic tensor product between vector spaces. 
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A family of operators X= {X(t), t > 0) is called an adapted process with 
respect to the pair (5&,, J?‘) if the following conditions are fulfilled: 
(i) for all uGG&,, f Ed. 
uo ti(f) E wX(t))> the domain of X(r); 
(ii) X(t) ~0 II/( f~~o,,l) is of the form C,@ Q’ for some 6, E $ and 
An adapted process X is said to be bounded if X(t) = e @ 1’ for all t 2 0 
where Ir: E g’(2) and 1’ is the identity operator in X’. If, in addition, e is 
HilbertGSchmidt then X is called a Hilbert-Schmidt adapted process. X is 
said to be unitary if J$ is unitary. 
An adapted process X with respect to the pair (&, C 62) is called a quan- 
tum martingale or simply a martingale if 
mw(fx[o..,,)> J,-(t) ~olc/(gx[,,.,,)) 
= (~O$(fX~O..,])~ X(s) r@IC/(sx[o..s,)> (2.5) 
for all Obs<r< co, U, t’E5&,JgE&. 
Since 9z is dense in A,, and .k’ is dense in .!,,(R+ ) it follows that 2, is 
dense in z for each t and hence the boundedness of a martingale X implies 
the identity 
(a,, X(t) 6,) = (ii,,, X(s) a,,> if s< 1, ii,, C,E$. (2.6) 
Following [ 1 ] we introduce three basic martingales called annihilution, 
creation, and conservation respectively with respect to the pair 
(&I, L(R+ )I: 
on the domain d where a, ut, i. are defined by (2.1), xCo,,, is the element in 
L,( R,) in the first two equations and the projection operator of mul- 
tiplication by x Co,r, in L2( R + ) in the last equation. 
Let dz(gO, k?) denote the class of all ordered quadruples of adapted 
processes {E,(t), 1 < j ,< 4, t > 0 ) = E satisfying the inequalities: 
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for ail t > 0, UE @, J‘E A. For any EE ,c&~(L~?,,, A’) we consider the 
stochastic integral [l] defined by 
X(f) = j’ E, d/l + E, dA + E, d,4+ i- E, do 
0 
where X is an adapted process with respect to (c&, AV) satisfying the 
relation 
for all 24, u~G&,f; g6A. 
If X is an adapted process satisfying the relation 
X(t)=X(O)+j’E, dA+EzdA+EjdA++Eqd~ 
0 
for some EE~~(&, A) then we write 
dX=E, dA+E,dA+E,dA++E,dt. (2.8 1 
If Y is another adapted process such that 
dY=F,dA+F,dA+F,dA++F,dr 
where FE ,Q&(LS~, -4”) then we have the quantum Ito product ,formula [ 11: 
for all uE5&, UE~$,,~E~&, g6,2?‘, 
(X(f)uO$4.f), Y(t) cOil/(g)) 
= (X(O) ~~@t4f‘L Y(O) u@@(g)) 
+ 1’ I (X(s) uOi(f)t (f(s) g(.d F,(s) - 0 
+ g(s) F,(s) +.fld FJ(s) + F~J)) uOll/(g)> 
+ ((J‘(s) g(.y) E,(J) +.f(.~) E,(s) 
+g(.~)E,(s)+E,(s))uO~(f’), Y(.y)rOti(g)) 
+f(.~)g(.~)(EI(s) uC3$(.r‘), F,(J) uOll/(g)) 
+f(s)(E,(s) uO$(J’), F&J uOIcI(g)> 
+gR(s)(E,(.~)uO~(f),P*(s)I:O~(g)) 
+ (E,(s) u@lC/(.f‘), F,(s) l’OIl/(g))) dx (2.9) 
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The identities (2.7) and (2.9) constitute the foundations of quantum 
stochastic calculus and all our present analysis. 
If E, = 0 in (2.8) it follows from (2.7) that X is a martingale. Our goal is 
to study the converse of this property. That the converse is not necessarily 
true is shown by the following counterexample due to Journe and Meyer 
[6]: let R0 = @ = L@,, A = L,(R +) and X(t) is the operator defined on d by 
the relation X(t)$(,f)=$(C,f), C,f =XtO,,lH~lo,,,,~ H denoting the 
Hilbert transform restricted to L,( R + ). Then X(r) is a bounded martingale 
with X(0) =0 but X cannot be expressed in the form LX’= E, d/l + 
E2 dA + E, dA +. In the next section we shall consider the case of bounded 
martingales obeying a natural regularity condition and show that they 
admit a representation (2.8) with E4 = 0. 
3. REGULAR MARTINGALES 
In the sequel we shall identify the Hilbert space $ occurring in the fac- 
torisation of S$ given by (2.2) and (2.3) with the subspace $:O Q2’ c .# 
through the isomorphism ii + tl@ L?‘, fiE$. Similarly, for t > a>0 we 
shall identify the Hilbert spaces 2; and $O@L?[“~‘l. 
We shall make frequent use of the existence of the natural isometric 
isomorphism between S? and L2(R,, o), the Hilbert space of h,-valued 
square integrable random variables with respect to the Wiener measure tc) 
of standard Brownian motion M’, via the correspondence 
u@$(J‘)-uexp f’(s) dw(s)-; j’ f s ’ o ( 1 
u E A,, f~ L,(R + ). With this correspondence in view we write the following 
stochastic equation: 
The symbol IE will denote expectation with respect to the Wiener measure 
0. 
We need the following simple adaptation of the Kunita Watanabe 
theorem for the case of vector valued martingales: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let k he any complex separable Hilhert space and let 
(x(t)} be a R-valued square integrable classical martingale adapted to the 
standard Brownian motion u‘, so that [E 1X( t )I ’ < cz ,for all t. Then there 
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exists a unique d-valued nonanticipating square integrable Brokrniun 
functional < such that 
X(t) = X(0) + 1; <(s, w) dbijs). 
Proof: This is immediate from the scalar version of the Kunita 
Watanabe theorem applied to each of the coordinate martingales when R is 
identified with I,. 1 
It may be noted that every I-valued square integrable martingale 
adapted to the Brownian motion 11’ is automatically mean square con- 
tinuous in the time variable. 
DEFINITION. A bounded martingale X on .k is said to be regulur ,rith 
respect to a Radon measure /L on [0, a)), or simply regular if for all 
t>a>O, ii~*~, 
max(II[1X(t)-X(a)liill', lII~(f~-~~aIl~l12)~ I/W HCa, tl). (3.2) 
The next proposition shows that the regularity property is a necessary 
condition for a large class of bounded martingales admitting the represen- 
tation (2.8) with E, = 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let X be u hounded murtingale on ,g lvith the 
representation 
dX=MdA+K+dA+LdA+ 
where the quadruples (M, K+, L, 0), (Mt, L+, K, O)E,&~(&, 4)). h4, K, L arc 
bounded adapted processes and 11 K(t)11 and 11 L(t)11 ure locall~~ square 
integrable in t. Then X is regular. 
ProqJ: From the definition of a bounded martingale and (2.7) it follows 
that (X+(t)} is a bounded martingale with the representation 
dX+==M+dA+L+dA+KdA+ 
By (2.6), for any t > a 3 0, ii E .G?$, we have 
ll[X(t)-X(a)] 11112= llX(t)i-/I?- IlX(a)iil12 
li[Ix’(t)- ‘nfdl 412= Ix'(r) Cl12- IIF 4'. 
(3.3) 
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An application of Ito’s product formula (2.9) shows that for all U, u E A,,, 
1? E c!?~ (defined by (2.4) when g0 = &,, M = L,( Iw + )), t > a 3 0, 
11X(t) 3/l’- 11X(a) iill = 1’ II-W) iill2 ds6 lliill 1’ llUs)l12 ds. 
0 0 
Similarly, 
lIxt(t) C/l’- 11X’(a) iil12< lliill’ j’ llK(s)l12 ds 
0 
Setting 
using (3.3) and the density of zU in %U, we obtain the regularity of X with 
respect to the absolutely continuous Radon measure p. 1 
In order to achieve our main goal of establishing the converse of 
Proposition 3.2 we prove a series of propositions. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X he u hounded martingak regular with respect fo 
a Radon measure ~1 on IFF; + Then (i) 11X( I) 11 is nondecreasing and (ii) the 
inequality (3.2) is satisfied with p replaced by its absolutely continuous part 
l-&C. 
Proof (i) Since (2.6) implies (3.3) and X(t) = xl: 0 1’ we have for any 
t > a, 
ll-v~)ll 3 sup IIX(t) 41 3 ll?II = IlX(a)ll. 
tife.#;,~lir~l= I 
(ii) Observe that for any fixed i;~,%~:,, {X(t) ii, t> u} and 
(J?(r) C, t >, CZ] are classical +&,-valued square integrable martingales in 
[a, co) adapted to Brownian motion and hence by Proposition 3.1 there 
exist &-valued nonanticipating Brownian functionals ((t, i7), ~(t, ii), f 3 u 
such that 
X(t) ii - X(a) i-i = j’ ((s, 17) dw(s), 
0 
p(t) ii - X+(a) ii= j’ ~(s, ii) dw(s). 
<I 
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By the isometry of Ito integrals and (3.2) we have for all 0 <a < h < t < X’ 
where 1.1 denotes the norm in k,. This shows that p in (3.2) can be 
replaced by pat. 1 
By virtue of (ii) in Proposition 3.3 we can assume without loss of 
generality that p is an absolutely continuous Radon measure. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let X be a bounded martingale regular with respect to 
an absolutely continuous Radon measure p on [w + with density p’(t). Then 
there exists a bounded adapted process {L(t) ) such that 
(i) [X(r)-X(a)] 11=!: L(s)iidw(s).for all t>u, li~.$, 
(ii) IIL(s)lj2 d ,u’(s) .for a/l s. 
Proof: Fix n > 0, ii E ,sO. As in the proof of Proposition 3.3(ii) we con- 
clude the existence of a &valued square integrable nonanticipating Brow- 
nian functional [,( ., 6) in [a, a) such that 
[X(t) - X(a)] ij = j’ i”,(s, i2) dw(s), 
(I 
t > l%. (3.4) 
For b > a, i7 can be thought of as belonging to e%b and 
[X(t) - X(b)] i7 = j; th(s, 6) dw(s), t > h. (3.5) 
On the other hand, by (3.4) we have 
[X(t)-X(b)] ii= [X(r)-X(a)] Li- [X(h)-X(a)] ii 
= .r : 4,(s, ii) dw(s). 
By the uniqueness of the representation in Proposition 3.1, (3.4) and (3.5) 
imply [Js, ii) = <,,(s, ii) a.e. s > h > u. Hence we can define 
us, 4 = us, 11) for ~>a, GE,*;. 
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By (3.2) and isometry of Ito integral we have 
On identifying the A,-valued classical stochastic process ((s, 1?) with the 
vector [(s, ii) E z, .F > a we conclude from (3.6) that 
IlTk 4l’d 11~11’ P (S) a.e. s > u. (3.7) 
Now choose and fix countable dense sets D, c do, D c Lz( R + ) and let ; 
denote a typical index (r,, rz ,..., r,; uI ,..., u,; J”“,f’*‘,..., f’“‘) where T,‘S 
are complex numbers with rational real and imaginary parts, U, E Do, 
j’(j) ED, k = 1, 2,... so that 7 varies in a countable set 9. Define 
qvu,s,“y,=o if s<u 
= iii: r,th .,~i(./“‘rro..,,))ll’ 
I 
k 7 
-P’(J) c ‘,~,o(Ir(.i(~l%lo.lI1):- 
II , 
if s > u. 
I 
Since ii + <(s, ii) is linear it follows from (3.7) and the definition of q5 that 
{s: ~#(a, s, 7) > 0) has Lebesgue measure 0 for every positive u and every 
;J E 9. In other words there exists a null set Fc [0, x ) such that 
(3.8) 
for all positive rational II, s 4 F, .Y > a, y E 9. Now set 
=o otherwise 
for rational a > 0, s > a, u E Do, f’~ D and extend linearly. Then (3.8) along 
with the density of the sets (C:=, r,[(s, ~,@$(f”‘x~~,~,), 2’f.f) and 
U 0 < a i S,UratlDnal %0 in *U and 8 respectively implies the existence of a 
bounded operator L(s) on ,e such that for each ii E $,, 
and 
L(s) ii = i”(s, ii) a.e. s > a 
for all .P. 
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Finally, in the factorisation 2 = %@ Xc set L(s) as L(s)@ 1’. Then we 
obtajn (i) from (3.4). 1 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let X be as in Proposition 3.4. Then there exists u 
bounded adapted process (K(t)} such that for all t > a, ii E .$, 
[X*(r) - .%‘+(a)] li = s’ K(s) ii dw(s) 
D 
llNf)ll z G<‘(f) $or all t. 
Proof: Since x’ is also a bounded regular martingale this is immediate 
from Proposition 3.4. i 
Remark. It is clear from the proofs of Proposition 3.4 and Corollary 3.5 
that the operator adapted processes L and K are uniquely determined 
(modulo a Lebesgue null set) by X and x’, respectively. In the following 
we shall write K = Kx, L = L, whenever necessary in order to avoid con- 
fusion. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let X be as in Proposition 3.4 and /et d he dejined hi, 
(2.4j Gth 22” = ho, .A? = L,( Iw, ). Dejine the operators S(t), S+(t), Z(t), 
Z+(t) on d h~a 
S(r) = 1’ KY(s) dA(s) + f L,,(s) dA+(s), 
0 0 
S’(t) = j’ L;(s) dfl(s) + 1’ K,(s) (IA’(s), 
(I 0 
Z(t)=X(t)-S(r), Z’(t)=x+(t)-S’(t) 
Then (i) {S St), , ‘Z, Zt j are adjoint pairs on b; and for any u E Al,,, 
.fE -us+ 1. 
(ii) (Z(t) II @ tj(f’ A~~~.,~)) and {Z+(r) uO$(.f;uro.,,)j~ are classical 
&valued martingales adapted to Brownian motion; 
(iii) there exist &.,-valued square integrable classical processes 
5(.. u,.f) and q( . . u,./) adapted to Brownian motion such that 
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z+(t)~o~(.f%yo,u,)=Z+(~)~O~(.~%~o.u,) for t>LL 
Proof. (i) By (2.7) and the estimates of Proposition 3.4 and Corollary 
3.5 it follows that {S, St) and {Z, Zt 3 are well-defined adapted processes 
on d which are easily seen to be adjoint pairs on d. 
(ii) By Corollary 3.5, (3.1) and the isometry of Ito integrals it 
follows that for t > a, i? E $, , 
For zi E X,, g E L,( R + ) we have 
for t > a. This together with (3.9) implies that (Z(t) u 0 $( fito,,,)) is a 
classical martingale. Similarly { Z’( t ) u @ $I( ,ficro,,,) ) is a classical mar- 
tingale. 
(iii) By (ii) and Proposition 3.1 there exist nonanticipating Brownian 
functionals 5 I (. , U, ,f ), ‘1 I ( ‘, u, ,f ) such that 
By (3.1) and isometry of Ito integrals we have for u E A,, g E L,( R + ) 
(~o~(gxco,~,)~ z(t) UO$(f%co,r,)> 
=(~~Q,X(~)~IO~)+~~~~(S)(~~IJI(X~~~,~,),:~(.~,U,.I.))~.~ 
= (z+(t)uOIC/(sxCo,,l),UO~(f%Co,l~) 
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Thus 
m<~oIc/(gx[o.s])~ 51th u,f)>=.f(s)(lll(J, 4gL uoII/(fxp3,.y,)) 
a.e. s. Fix f and let N = {s: f(s) = 0). Then for every nowhere vanishing 
function g E &(R + ) we have 
(~O~(SX~O,.,,)~ 51(% 4.~)) =o a.e. s E N. 
Varying u over a countable total set in k,, and g over a countable dense set 
of nowhere vanishing functions in Lz( lF! + ) and using the totality of all such 
vectors v@ tj(g~t,,,~,) in $ we conclude 
Let 
5,(s, u,f)=O a-e. s E N. 
a.5 4f)=f@-'m %f, if f(s) #O, 
=o if j”(s) = 0. 
By the isometry of Ito integrals and Fubini’s theorem we conclude 
that IE 14(s, u, f )I’ < co. Similarly q,(s, u, g) = g(s) ~(3, v, g), where 
Es /17(% f-4 g)l’ < a. 
(iv) Let uE&, g EL,(R+), ~>a. By (i) and (ii), 
Since NW(gxco,,l)~ u E R,, g E L2(R + ) > is total in z we have the first 
part of (iv). Its second part follows similarly. 1 
We shall now show that Z is a stochastic integral with respect to the 
martingale A. To this end we use a special martingale U which is related to 
the Weyl representation (See Sects. 2 and 6 in Cl]). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Consider the unique bounded martingale U defined on 
2 by the equation 
Then 
dU= (d/4+-d/l) U, U(O)= 1. 
(i) (e ‘12iJ( t) ) is u unitary adapted process; 
(ii) U(t) leaves d invariant, where G? is defined with respect to the pair 
(4, &CR+ )). 
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Proof. In the notations of [l], em”“U(t)= l,@ f+‘(~r~,~,, l), where I, is 
the identity in A,, W is the Weyl representation of the Euclidean group 
over L2( R + ), and 
Thus both (i) and (ii) are fulfilled. m 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let X be a bounded regular martingale in 2 and let 
L,, K, be the associated adapted processes d+ned in Proposition 3.4 and 
Corollary 3.5. Set 
Y(t) = X(t) U(t) - jr l?,(s) U(s) ds 
0 
(3.10) 
where U is the martingale defined in Proposition 3.7. Then 
(i) Y is a bounded regular martingale; 
(ii) there exists a unique bounded adapted process L ,, such that for all 
t>a, iiE27$, 
[Y(t)- Y(a)] li=c’ Ly(s)Lzdw(s). 
0 
Proof. From Corollary 3.5 and Proposition 3.7 it is clear that Y(t) is a 
bounded operator. Using the pair (n,, L,(R +)) and the corresponding d in 
(2.4) we have from the definitions in Proposition 3.6, 
Y(t) = Z(t) U(t) i- S(t) U(t) - ?” p,(s) U(s) ds. 
0 
(3.11) 
Since U leaves 2 invariant Y is well defined by the above relation on 6. Let 
t> a, u, UEJ&, f, ge L2(R+). Then by Proposition 3.6(iv) and the mar- 
tingale property of 7J we have 
<UOICI(f%[O.o,)> Z(t) U(t) uOti(gXro.,,,) 
= (z+(t) ~Orc/(f%[“.u,L U(t) ~oll/(gx(o,rr,)) 
= (Z+(a) ~O$(fx~~.~~), U(a) ~Olcl(g~~~.~~)) 
= whwi[o,o])~ Z(a) Wa)~~O$(sx~~.~,)). 
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Thus (Z(t) L’(t)} IS a martingale in [0, cc) with respect to (Lo, L,(R+)). 
Next we apply Ito’s product formula (2.9) to S(t) U(r) to get 
-$ (s+(t) u@lC,(.f), U(r) uO$(g)) 
+ <K,(f) uoti(.f)> u(t) uOti(g)). (3.12) 
Replacing S and g by fxlo,ol respectively and writing (3.12) in integral form 
we conclude that S(r) U(t) -J& KX(s) U(S) ds is a martingale in t. Thus Y 
satisfies the martingale condition with respect to b. In other words Y is a 
bounded martingale. 
For ii E $*, t > a, we have from Corollary 3.5 and Proposition 3.7 
(3.13) 
On the other hand, by Proposition 3.3(i), Proposition 3.7(i ), and (3.3) we 
have 
11X(r) U(l) ii-X(a) U(u) till2 
~~Il~~~~ll’{/I~~~~~ll2-ll~~~~iill~)+~ll~~~~;ill2~~C~~~l~ 
<2 Ilfil12 {et IIX(t)l12-~” llX(Lz)I12+e”p([a, tl)). (3.14) 
Inequalities (3.13), (3.14) and similar estimates for r”(t) show that Y is a 
regular martingale. Proposition 3.4 and the remark after Corollary 3.5 
show the existence of L, with property (ii). 1 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let X be a bounded regular martingale rmd let Z, Zt, 
U, Y, Lx, K,, Ly he defined as in Propositions 3.6-3.8. Set 
M(t) = L,(r) U(t) ’ -X(t)- L,(t). 
Then the t’ector process q(t, u,,f) dejked in Proposition 3.6(iii) satisfies the 
relation 
.f(t) rl(t* 4f)=.f0H=w ~04wx~o,t,)+~+~~) u@$(.fqo.,,H 
Furthermore Z satisfies the equation 
Z(t) = X(0) + ir M(s) d/l(s) 
“0 
u.e. t. 
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on d defined with respect to the pair (&, A), where .A is the linear manifold 
of all locally bounded functions in L2( R + ). 
Proof: For t > a, u, v E X,, ,f, g E L2(R + ), we have from Proposition 
3.8(ii), (3.1), and isometry of Ito integrals 
Using (3.11), (3.12), and (3.15) we get 
(u@ti(fxCo.rl), (Z(c) f-f(t) - Z(a) U(a)} ~10 $(Rx~~.~,, > 
= ‘f(s)(uOi(fj!l,,s,), (LA.y)- (L.,(s)+~(~)) U(s)) j 0 
~~Orclkx~o.u,)) ds 
(3.16) 
On the other hand, we have 
Wt)u@t4gxro,,1)=e ‘i2u 0 WXl”.,] > 0 Il/(sx[cLa,) 
=exp!-I:g(iid~)I-Wi(YX!D.,I+%rail) 
and hence by Proposition 3.6(iii) and (3.1), 
x c’o Il/(gxc”,“, + XCOJ,) ‘; 
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Comparing (3.16) and (3.17) and using th_ totality of the set 
(a @ $(gXCo,al), 21 E R,, g E L,( R + ), 0 <a < t ) in 8 we conclude that 
f(t) u+(th(‘, u,.f)=f’(t) ~+(~){~+(~)+Z+(t)~ ~W(.f%[O,,,) a.e. t, 
which proves the first part. 
Once again by Proposition 3.6(iii), (3.1 ), isometry of Ito integrals, and 
the first part of this proposition we have 
Since I~/(~)=~(.~x~~.,,)O~(SX~~.~) )) the adaptedness of A’, Z, M implies 
<u@ll/(fL Z(l) uO~(s)> 
Differentiating with respect to I and simplifying we get 
=S(t)g(tKuOIC/(S), M(f) uO44g)> a.e. 1. (3.18) 
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From Proposition 3.4 and the definition of A4 we obtain 
IIWS) m$(.fw 
~3w(.~)l12+~ .’ llL(.~)w+ llLy(.~)l12) ll~o$(.f‘)ll’ 
63{1lX(.s)ll’+e “v’(.s)+$(s);. ~luoq(.f)lj’ (3.19) 
where v’, p’ are the derivatives of the absolutely continuous Radon 
measures v, p respectively with respect to which Y and X are regular mar- 
tingales. By proposition 3.8(i) and (3.19) we have for any u~k,,,f~.k’, 
I ’ I,f(s)12 l(M(.s) u@$(I’,l~’ ds< r; for all t. 0 
In other words A4 is a bounded adapted process admitting the stochastic 
integral I& M(s) d/i(s) with respect to the pair (A,,, A’) and a comparison of 
(3.18) with (2.7) shows that 
dZ = M d/l, Z(0) = X(0) with respect to (A,,, A’). 1 
We are now ready to state the main result on the representation of a 
bounded regular martingale as a stochastic integral. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let X be a bounded martingale on .G? = ~5~ 0 T( Lz( [w + )) 
which is regular with respect to u Radon measure u on [w, and let 
,/Y c L2( II% + ) he the linear manifold of locally hounded,functions. Then there 
exist three bounded adapted processes K, L, M such that 
dX=MdA+KtdA+LdAf (3.20) 
with respect to the pair (A,, 4’) and 
max(lIW.~)l12, lIL(.~)ll*)~~h,(.~) ,for all s 
where pi, denotes the density of the absolutely continuous part of n. Such u 
triple (K, L, M) is unique module a set of Lehesgue measure zero. 
Conversely, if a bounded martingale X admits a representation (3.20) with 
respect to (&,, A), where K, L, M are bounded adapted processes und 
/I K( . ) (1, 11 L( . ) 11 are locally square integrable then X is regular. 
Proof The first part is immediate from the definition of Z in 
Proposition 3.6 and Proposition 3.9. Uniqueness follows from the formulae 
for L, and K, in Proposition 3.4, Corollary 3.5, and the definition of M in 
Proposition 3.9. The converse part is a restatement of Proposition 3.2. m 
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4. APPLICATIONS 
Now we look at a few examples of regular bounded martingales and 
their representations. Throughout this section, we shall denote by ~-4’ the 
linear manifold of locally bounded functions in L2([w + ). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let U be a unitary martingale on 2 = X0@ T(L,(R + )). 
Then there exists a unique unitary adapted process W such that 
dU=(W-l)UdA 
with respect to the pair (A,,, Lz( R + )). 
Proqf Let t > a, ii E 3,. Then by (3.3) 
II[U(t)- U(a)] lq*= llU(t)t7/12- ~/U(a)iil~‘=O. 
Similarly II[U’(t) - U’(a)] C(12 =O. In other words U is regular with 
respect to the Radon measure 0. By Theorem 3.10, K,, = L, = 0 and we 
have the representation 
dU=MdA with respect to (ho, .,@‘) 
Applying Ito’s product formula (2.9) we obtain 
U+M + M+U -t M+M = MU+ + UM+ i- MM+ = 0. 
In other words M+ U is a unitary adapted process. Writing 
M= ( W- I ) U we obtain the required result. 1 
The next example is motivated by the Weyl representation introduced in 
Cll- 
THEOREM 4.2. Let do=@, MEL*, und /et W,= {W,(t)] be LI 
unitary adapted process such that the process U dt$ned b> 
exp f I’ I.f‘(s)l2 ds] Wf(f) 
0 
(4.1) 
is a martingale. Then there e.uists a unitary and an Qometric adapted process 
J, and L,- respectively such that 
dWf={(Jf-1)dA-f(t)L~J,dA+f’(t)L,~dA+-~~J’(t)l’dt} W, (4.2 I 
with respect to the pair (C, L’( R + )), 
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Proof. Let t > a, u E %0. Then 
II~t~fu-~~~~~l12=lI~~~~~llZ-Il~~~~~l12 
= lI42 exp 
i j 
<; If(s)12ds-exp j; If(s 
I 
= llu+(f) 412- IIC”(U) 412, 
showing that U is a bounded regular martingale. By Theorem 3.10 
dU=M’dA+K’+dA+L’dA+ 
with respect to (C, A), where M’, K’, L’ are bounded adapted processes. 
Now (4.1) implies 
dW,-=MdA+K+dA+LdA+-4 l,f(t)12 W,dt (4.3 1 
where M, K, L are again bounded adapted processes. Using Ito’s product 
formula (2.9) on the equations w: W,- = W,. IVJ = 1 we obtain 
U/lM+M+Wf+MtM=Wt-M++Mq+MM+=O, 
~K++L+W,+L+M= W,-K+LW;+MK=O, (4.4) 
L+L=flK= If(t a.e. t. 
Define 
L,(t) =f(f) ’ L(t) W;(t) if f‘(t) # 0; = 1 otherwise. 
The last equation in (4.4) implies that L,(t) is an isometry. The first two 
equations in (4.4) imply that W,+ M is a unitary adapted process. Putting 
Wr+ M = J,w, we obtain from the third and fourth equations in (4.4), 
K+(t) = -f(f) L)(t) J,(l) w/(t). 
Substituting these expressions in (4.3) we get (4.2). 1 
We now study the example of a Hilbert-Schmidt martingale X, where 
X(f) = e 0 1’ in 2, e being a HilbertGSchmidt operator in g. We write 
ax(t) = llm: (4.5) 
where I/. II 2 denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm in %. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let X be u HilbertpSchmidt martingale in 2. Then (i) 
the function ax defined by (4.5) is a continuous increasing,function; (ii) X is 
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regular with respect to the Radon measure px which is the absolutely con- 
tinuous part of the Stiekjes’ measure generated by xx. 
Proof. Let t > a, li E $0, i2 # 0. Choose ii;,) to he u complete orthonor- 
ma1 basis c%$* with ii, = ~~~2~~ - ’ ii. Then 
Thus 
11~11-2 IICx(t)-x(a)] fil126C IICX(t)-X(a)] iii/l’ 
=F IlGfymm~“~“Il’-~ lIxjl~,ll’ 
, 
6 ax(t) - ax(a) 
which shows that c(~ is increasing. As in [4], {X’(t) 1 can be isometrically 
identified as a classical z$~@A, valued martingale adapted to a pair of 
independent standard Brownian motions and hence c(~ is continuous in t. 
This proves (i). 
To prove (ii) note that (i) implies 
II [x(t) - X(a)1 41’ d 11~112 (a,(t) - YAa)) 
and a similar inequality for the Hilbert-Schmidt martingale x’. By 
Proposition 3.3(ii) the required result follows. 1 
THEOREM 4.4. Every Hilbert-Schmidt martingale X in .?? admits the 
representation 
dX= -XdA+-K?dA-+LdAj 
with respect to (lzO, L,([w+)), where K, L are Hilhert---Schmidt adapted 
processes. 
Proof: Using the orthonormal basis {C,} introduced in the proof of 
Proposition 4.3 and the definition of L in Proposition 3.4 we have 
T 1: IIL(~)ii,l/* dy=C llCX(t)- X(a)1 GA’ 
G =x(t) -ax(a) for t>a, 
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so that L(s) is HilberttSchmidt in 2: and 
IIL(sN5 d G(s) a.e. .s. 
Similarly, from Corollary 3.5 we get 
Ilwll: d ‘X>(S) a.e. s. 
By Proposition 4.3(ii) and Theorem 3.10 it follows that X admits the 
representation 
dX=MdA+K+dA+LdA+ 
with respect to (do, .&), where K, L, and hence by Proposition 3.9, M are 
adapted Hilbert-Schmidt processes. We have from (2.7) for U, UE &, 
f,kTE.Jfi, 
+.f(.~)(~O~(.f’)~ U.y) llOti(S)) 
+ g(.y)<K(s) uC3&.f,, u@ti(~))) ds. 
Define the rank one operator Py in $ by 
cc= <2:O$(sx[o.,]), fi>mfwpl,,,),ii~~. 
Then (4.6) implies after an elementary computation 
(4.6) 
=trPY+{f(t)g(t)(~~+Mr)+,f(t)LS’+g(t)ifcl’+). (4.7) 
We now use the isometric isomorphism between the Hilbert space of 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators in a Hilbert space 4 and the tensor product 
Hilbert space A@,& Then X(t) can be identified with a square integrable 
RO@ & valued classical martingale adapted to the product filtration of a 
pair of independent standard Brownian motions. Then by Proposition 3.1 
adapted to such a pair we conclude that 
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where tX and qX are A, @ R0 valued square integrable nonanticipating 
Brownian functionals with respect to (M., , N’J The rank one martingale 
P(t) = Py @ 1’ satisfies 
where Pz is the rank one operator in do determined by u 0 u in J& @ A, but 
viewed as a constant random variable. By the isometry of classical Ito 
integrals we obtain 
$ tr Py+e=,f(t) tr Pytx(r)+ g(r) tr PP+q.(r) a.e. t. (4.8 1 
Comparing (4.7) and (4.8) we conclude that 9 + My = 0. Thus 
d/Y= -XdA+K+dA+LdA+ with respect to (R,,, &‘). 
Since IlX(t)l/ is increasing in t it follows that the same representation holds 
with respect to (A,, L,(R+)). 1 
The last example is that of a representation of canonical anticom- 
mutation relations (CAR) or Fermion annihilation and creation operators 
over L,(R+ ). From [S] we recall that one such representation was 
obtained as follows. 
Let z&= @ so that .%== 2’. Define the unitary operators J(s) on .X’ 
through the relations 
4s) t4.f) = 44-fxyo.5, -+.fX,L. IL ,f’E L,(R+ 1. 
Indeed, J(s) is the second quantization of the reflection operator 
f- -fxc”..~, +.fi(s.r.) on L2(R +). Then J(s) = J(s)+ = J(.s) ’ and J is a 
unitary adapted process. Define for any 4 E L2( Iw ,. ) 
FJt) = j-’ &.s, J(s) dA(.r) 
0 
(4.9) 
G(r) = (’ b(s) J(s) dA+(.s). 
-0 
{F+, r”,> are adjoint pairs of bounded martingales satisfying the CAR: for 
d, tiEMR+), 
CFJf), F,(1)1+ =F,(f) F,(r)+F,(t) F,(r)=O, 
(4.10) 
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Also the algebra generated by (F,(t), I$( t), 4, $ E L2( [w + )} is irreducible in 
z and F,(t) 52 = 0. 
We now address ourselves to the question whether there are any 
representations other than (4.9) of the CAR (4.10). That this is unique up 
to a multiplicative phase factor is the content of the next theorem. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let Z& = @ and let {X,(t), Xi(t)) he an adjoint pair ~1 
martingales with respect to the pair (C, L,(R+)) sati&ing the CAR (4.10) 
for 4 E L,(R + ). Furthermore let the algebra a, generuted by {X,(t), pti( t) 1 
4, I/J E L2(R + )} be irreducible in 3, and X,(t) R = 0 ,for each t > 0. Then 
there exisrs a Bore1 function 8 on 03 ,~ qf modulus unity such that 
J’,(t) = F,Jt) for all ~EL(LQ+), t30 
Proof. It is clear from CAR that X, and Fti are bounded adapted 
processes. Using the martingale property and CAR we have for any t > u, 
UE-%, 
lIC~&k&(41 ul12+ llC~(+~Wl u/12= lI~II* jr l~(s)l’ds. 0 
In other words X, is regular with respect to the Radon measure p defined 
by P(CS, U)=l: Id(O’d r f or all O<s<l<xN. By Theorem 3.10, dX,= 
M, d/l+ k”,dA + L, dA+ with respect to (C, k’), where M,, K,, L, are 
bounded adapted processes with 
max(llK++(~)l12~ IILm(~N12) G 14(tN2. 
Since CAR implies that for scalars a, b and 4, $ E L2([w + ), 
cxa, + bql (~)--~~(t)-~~~,(~),Xt,~+,,(t)--aXt,(t)--hX~(t)l+ =o 




with respect to (C, A), where M, K, L are bounded adapted processes 
independent of 4, $. Applying Ito’s product formula (2.9) to 
[X,,Xti]+=Oandto[~,XJ,]+=j~&jd,s,weget 
d[M, X,] + + $[M, X,] + + 2q3$M2 = 0 
$CK+,X,l+ +$[fl, A’,], +2q5$K+M=O (4.12) 
dlL’KJ+ +$CLJ’,l+ +245$ML=O 
26;$K’L = 0; 
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&!4+, X,] + + l&f, xt,] + + f@+6(M+M+ MM+) = 0 
#CL+, X,] + + $[A+, xg + + (b$QL+M+ KtM+) = 0 (4.13) 
dCK x,1 + + @CL q1+ + d$(M+L + MK) = 0 
&&Y-k-+ L’L)=@J. 
In the first equation of (4.13) choose II/ with supp $ c [0, u]. Then for all 
t > a and for all such cc/, [Mt, X,] + = 0. Using the antilinearity and con- 
tinuity of X, in $ in L, norm we conclude that [Mt, X,] + = 0. Similarly 
[AI, Xt,] + = 0. Hence Mth4 + MM+ = 0 or equivalently M = 0. 
Applying an identical reasoning to the second and third equations of 
(4.12) we get 
[1L, x,1 + = CLi, x,1 + = CK x,$1 + = cr, x$41 + = 0 (4.14) 
while the last equations of (4.12) and (4.13) give 
KIL=O, K+K+ L+L= 1. (4.15) 
Let R(t)=K(t)+ L(t) so that RtR= 1. From (4.14) it follows that 
[R, X,] + = [R, q] + = 0. Hence RR+ commutes with X, and fib for all 
4 E L,(Iw + ). The irreducibility of Cn, in & and the property that RR+ is a 
nonzero projection imply that RR’= 1. Similarly R2 commutes with X, 
and J$ and hence R2(t) = p’(t), where p(t) is a scalar of modulus unity. By 
the same arguments there exist scalars a(t), ,&(t) such that KRt =a, 
LRt = B. Using (4.15) we conclude 
K(f) = a(f) R(f), L(r) = P(t) R(r), 




Using Ito’s product formula (2.9) 
Thus fl=O. Combining (4.16) and (4.17) we get 
dX, = c&S dA (4.18) 
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where (c(t)1 = 1 and S is a reflection valued adapted process. Since 
{F,(r), P+(r)> and {X4(t), x’,(t)) satisfy CAR (4.10), act irreducibly, and 
annihilate the vacuum Q, in 8 it follows that there exists a unique unitary 
operator U(t) in z such that 
x$(t) V(f) = u(r) F$h(f)> U(r)Q,=R, (4.19) 
where U(t) is interpreted as the operator U(t) 0 1’ in X0. Denote by U the 
unitary adapted process defined by { U( 1)). For any r > s and 4; E L,( iw + ), 
1 <i<?Z, 
Ft,,(s) . . . Ff,“(S) f2 = V’(s) x’,(s) . . qQ.s) 12 
= Gl,i,,#) . . G”/[“.$l (t) Q= U+(r) X~,,(S)..~Y’,~(.S)O. 
This shows that U is a unitary martingale and hence by Theorem 4.1., 
dU=(W-l)UdA (4.20) 
with respect to (63, L2(1w + )), where W is another unitary adapted process. 
By Ito’s product formula (2.9) applied to (4.19) and using (4.18), (4.20), 
(4.9), we get 
X,(W-l)U=(W-l)UF,=(W-l)X,U 
q5E-s WU = @JJ. 
(4.21) 
The first equation in (4.21) implies that W commutes with X, and hence 
with J$. By irreducibility W(r) = e(r), where H(r) is a scalar of modulus 
unity. Substituting this in (4.20) and solving it with initial condition 
U(0) = 1 we obtain 
where the right-hand side denotes the second quantization of multiplication 
by %o,t, + xcr,nr>,. In particular V commutes with J and the second 
equation in (4.21) implies that 5’(t) = c(f) 0(r) J(t). Substituting this in 
(4.18) we get dX,= @Jd,4. In other words X,(r) = Fad(r) for all 
4~~2(~,~. 
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